HEIRLOOM & HERITAGE PLANTS: Promoting awareness through painting
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Endangered Foods: So What Is an ‘Heirloom’?
Everywhere in our farmers’ markets, but what are they?
STORY BY

Mali Moir
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and aspiring artists, scientists, and the public.
By the 3rd conference in 1994 it became clear
that there were few opportunities for artists of
this genre of art, and as political boundaries
became less relevant with the internet, the exhibition expanded to now include 50-70 artists
and approximately 92 pieces of artwork. Over
the past 26 years, 391 artists have participated
from 24 countries. By including a wide range
of materials, subjects, and approaches, the
exhibitions are unique in the world.
FON XIV dates are December 4, 2016-April
4, 2017 and will take place at the Roger Tory
Peterson Institute in Jamestown, NY. For
more information about Focus on Nature
visit https://www.nysm.nysed.gov/fon/. If you
are interested in having a traveling exhibition
of FON artwork in your area, please contact
Nancy Kelley at Nancy.Kelley@nysed.gov
To find further information about the
NYSM illustration collection visit https://www.
nysm.nysed.gov/collections/biology/illustrations/

Australian botanical artist Mali Moir abides by her sincere belief that “artists make science visible.” This concept has made her a perfect fit for Focus on Nature exhibitions. She has participated
in four FON exhibits, earning a purchase award (2005) and Best in Show (2011). Two of her works
are in the NYSM permanent collection, including Doryanthes palmeri, watercolor, below.
Mali approaches her work with traditional techniques while developing a fresh contemporary
look. Her works on paper demonstrate the consummate skill of a dedicated artist, combining a
fascination for science and nature with an active desire to render works of art with beauty, character and scientific integrity. She has worked closely with botanists to gain an understanding of the
importance of scientific accuracy. The fundamentals of precise measurement and thorough depiction of detail are evident in her paintings as well as her pen and ink drawings for regional floras.
Mali’s paintings have been widely exhibited and collected throughout Australia, as well as
Hunt Institute ((2001) and ASBA International (2015) and she earned an RHS Gold Medal in
2001. Recent commissions have included a stunning Strelitzia nicolai. Though a common plant in
Melbourne, it took a dedicated search ending in a private garden to find her perfect subject. And
switching scale, she created an intimate depiction of Lysiosepalum involucratum, (above). Painted
in watercolor on vellum for a special exhibition initiated and co-curated by Mali to coincide with
the International Botanical Congress, it was also shown in the exhibition Capturing Flora (2012)
and was purchased by the Art Gallery of Ballarat. Mali concentrated on microscopic sections,
employing a 19th century practice of drawing a life size image in graphite to show scale, and added
labels demonstrating the current system of reclassifying angiosperms.

Patricia Kernan, curator of the Focus on Nature
exhibitions, has been the staff illustrator for the New York
State museum for over 26 years. She helped start ASBA and
served as the first ASBA Secretary, and received the ASBA
Service Award in 2003.

FIG 6. Matteuccia struthiopteris, Ostrich Fern
by Anne Lacy.
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OLDER VARIETIES OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES are often referred to as

“heirlooms” but just what does this mean? Simply put, it’s a variety that has been in
cultivation for a long time. But how long is long? And is longevity sufficient?
Unfortunately there is no short answer.
Leaving aside plants propagated from cuttings or tubers for the present, let’s consider crops
grown annually from seed, including most vegetables.
I started this series by discussing the transformation of seeds from legacy to commodity,
from a treasure to be saved to something to be purchased each year. This transition has its
roots in the 1800s with the advent of commercial seed companies. Initially they offered choice
varieties selected from among those already being grown.
This new distribution mechanism encouraged farmers to try unfamiliar varieties. While
this led to the disappearance of many locally adapted types, there was still nothing to prevent
growers from saving seed for the following year. Barring accidental cross-pollination, the saved
seeds would “come true,” producing a nearly-identical crop the following year. Plants with this
trait are called “open pollinated.”
The earliest open pollinated (OP) varieties originated with plants discovered in gardens
and on farms that stood out as better - tastier, more productive, more beautiful. Then, as our
understanding of genetics improved, breeders began to create intentional crosses, selecting for
desirable characteristics. In either case, the variety was stabilized through multiple generations
before being released commercially.
Over time, farmers and gardeners became accustomed to the ease and convenience of buying seed. And then, after WWII, suppliers began moving away from offering open pollinated
seeds in favor of F1 hybrids. F1 stands for first filial generation, seeds produced by manually
crossing two pure lines anew each year. The resulting plants are typically very uniform and
have the added benefit of “hybrid
vigor,” an extra bit of oomph shown
by first generation crosses. But unfortunately seed saved from these plants
will generally not come true, so
growers can no longer save seed but
have to buy it again each year – a real
boon to the seed companies! Within
a few years almost all commercially
available seeds were F1s and many
older varieties had vanished.
So this brings us back to heirlooms.
First, it’s generally agreed that
heirlooms must be open pollinated
since F1 hybrids cannot be passed
along. It’s also accepted that age is
important but beyond that consensus evaporates. One school of
thought insists that heirloom varieties be 100 years old while others set
the age at 50. And yet another group
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cuts it off around 1950 with the widespread
introduction of F1 hybrids. Most people
include “commercial heirlooms,” varieties
introduced by seed houses generations ago,
but there are also purists who acknowledge
only seeds selected and handed down
within a family, true “family
heirlooms.”
To make matters even more
confusing, we
now see “new”
heirloom tomatoes appearing
in markets. Bradley Gates, tomato-breeder
extraordinaire and owner of Wild Boar
Farms, admits that most people think it’s an
heirloom if it isn’t round, red, and tasteless.
But he doesn’t call his delicious new varieties
heirlooms yet. Instead, he describes them as
“Heirlooms of the Future.”
So there is no single answer. Having
collected, grown, and painted heirlooms
for more than 20 years, I personally favor a
broad interpretation, including commercial
and intentionally developed varieties that
have survived for 50 years or more. I also
agree with Brad that open pollinated varieties being developed today may merit the
title when they’ve survived for a generation
or more. But my favorites are still seeds with
stories, plants nurtured and passed along for
decades by caring individuals.
Finally, as if this saga wasn’t muddled
enough, the British prefer the term “heritage” to “heirloom.” Go figure!
AT LEFT. Solanum lycopersicum 'Hopkins
Stewart Longkeeper’, 9.5"X12.5", watercolor,
©Pria Graves, 2009. This is an old, 'passalong' variety. ABOVE. Solanum lycopersicum
‘Beauty King’, 8.5"x11", colored pencil, ©Mary
Ellen King, 2015. A future heirloom tomato from
Wild Boar Farms.
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